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J(/R.egents to Consider
-Ne\N Mexico
N~c;tw·Faculty Senate
c·AILV
: By Orlando Me•in•
The UNM Regents will Friday
consider a proposed . change to
the faculty constitution which
vamps the present form of "town·
meeting" governance· in favor of
organizing a representative
. faculty senate.
·
Th¢ proposal comes following a
·faculty mail ballot vote last month of 607-yes to 127-no of the 734
ballots returned by the faculty. A
total· of 978 ballots were mailed
with the returned yes ·votes
reaching the required two-thirds
majority required to change the
.
. faculty constitution.
After the Regents'· approval
the faculty senate will be com·
posed of "one· senator from each
school or college (and/or the
General Libraries) with an
academic faculty, plus one
senator for each 25 full-time
faculty members or major fraction thereof.of each such school
or college (and/or the General
Libraries), elected by the mem~
hers ofthat faculty."
.This in 'essence allows for a
direct representative of each
department and several at large
faculty senators.
Stipulations in the eonstitutional change specify that,
number . of representatives will

Wednesday, ~anuary 21, 197R
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In Response to NORML Pol!·t·:;,~,~·- ..

·~.~-~ .,, .•

.Democrats Favor In-Home Tokes

Eight of the ten announced
candidates for the Democratic
· presidential nomination favor
removing criminal penalties for .
marijuana use.
.
The National Organization for
the Reform of, Marijuana Laws
(NORI\{L) sent questionnaires 'to
the Democratic presidential eontenders, Sen. Hubert Humphrey,
Sen.
Frank
Church
and
James Thorson
Republicans Ronald Reagan and
be determined by the number of President Gerald ~ord.
full-time contracted faculty
Ford, Reagan, Humphrey and
(budgeted and part-time faculty Terry Sanford did not respond.
Those
who
not counted), faculty senators
responded
shall·comprise a ratio· of senior favorably were Sen. Birch Bayh,
faculty senators to junior faculty Jimmy Carter, Sen. Church,
senators as close as the ratio in Fred Harris, Sen. Henry
the electing department or Jackson, Milton Shapp, Sargeant
college.
Shriver and Rep. Morris Udall. .
Fred Harris
Morris Udall
There· will be twenty senators
Gov. George Wallace said, "I
Sen. Lloyd Bentsen favored under its influence should remain
elected at large and no more than do not support any steps to
seven at ·large elected from any decriminalize any narcotic of- more leniency toward first of- criminal offenses.
fenders, but not total removal of
.. Federal drug control efforts
one school or colleg,.
fenses."
(Continued on page 9J
criminal penalties.
should be focused instead on
NORML is a non-profit public heroin and barbiturate traffic.
interest lobby working to which pose definite risks to our
decriminalize the marijuana soeiety," he said.
smoker.
. Bayh responded, "It is clear
Their questiohnaire was sent that the public interest is not ser·
out in mid-December and was ved by aresting nearly 500,000
. . : - --.--- --- ·· -:::····:; -_~, •. ·- -.-~-~""~..... --~~"':;:_-,~~~- ·c.-:"··_~-.: ·--~: c~~;_;:~p!a~ll~~-~~ ttl_e.~ee~l~~ of t;his poll_ ·.:.Y.rim";T\ly ·}'0\)1\g' p~p\e a1\nUa\\y
By "••• •••••.. . -. - . -one· quarter~or---thtr~SUalleJit'S..-:'"''OentfiJ--to·t'lie poliWas~e would· be pubiishei:f belore the
lor simple possession of small
A poll taken on state college said they drank about once a question of lowering the drinking ~ew Hampshh·e primary elee- amounts of marijuana...
campuses revealed that more month, another 25 per cent drank age, 66.8 per cent felt that the tions.
"While I do not support .the
than two-thirds of those respon- once a week, and ~ne quarter drinking age should be lowered.
Udall said publi~ use and legalization of marijuana, l do
ding favored lowering the legal ·drank more than once a week. Thirty per cent opposed a lower casual distribution of marijuana favor decriminalization, the subdrinking age to 19 or lower.
Twenty-five pw cent failed to drinking age.
should be .subject to a citation stitution of civil fines for criminal
' The poll, conducted by the respond.
1Continuedonpage91
and small fine, possession and sanctions, in instances of
Associated Students of New
private use should n~t be possession of one ounce -or less. I
punishable and sale of marijuana recommend that these fines not
Mexico (ASNM) apparently .had
some influence on Governor
., for profit or serious misconduct exceed $100," Bayh said.
Jerry Apodaca, who urged
Shriver said, "I do favor steps
student leaders to work to put a
to reduce the use of crimfnal san19-year-old drinking referendum
etions for simple possession and
on the next statewide ballot.
use of marijuana."
NORML Director
Keith
The governor's backing fell
short of the support hoped
Stroup said the support shown
I or- introduction of a 19 year-old
1
by the survey was in sharp condrinking bill during this session
trast to the situation four years
ago.
of the legislature- but signaled
high-level willingness to consider
"In 1972, the other Democratic
the controversial drinking issue.
candidates used Sen. McGovern's
The fight over 19 year-old
support
of
marijuana
drinking has been long (at leas~ .
By J. Lawrence Rucker
decriminalization in an attempt
five years in the legislature) and
· Students who are tired of en· to. discredit him," he said.
often emotional. In his campaign
during the seemingly endless
"Today, there is a near conaddress to UNM students,
amount of time it takes to have sensus among Democrats in
books shelved at Zimmerman ~favor of a rational approach
Apodaca promised to sign a 19
year-olddrinkingbillifitreached .
.
.
Library will finally liave an op- toward marijuana and law enhis desk.
·
port unity to channel their forcement. Only Gov. Wallace
The ASNM poll. was adjusted
frustrations into a creative remains hostle t() sensible
to reflect the actual distribution
project.
change;"Stroupsaid.
of college students in the state,
·
A resolution introduced by
Church agreed with reducing
UNM contributing 57 per cent of
ASUNM President Alan Wilson penalties for marijuana use,. but
the responses. Seventy-five per
At least. five UNM parking permit holders were driving around calfing on every member of said, "In the same context, it is
cent of all respondents were full· Tuesday morning looking for parking spaces because seyeral UNM student government and student my view that legalization and
time students, while 59 per cent vehicles were using paid parking spaces in violation of UNM parking volunte.ers to devote ten hours regulation
of
marijuana
of those interviewed were over regulations.
. .
. . .. .
.
per semester in shelving books sale~- which might weU promote
21.
In "B" area alone UNM vehicles Nos. 231, 243, 244, 235, 57, 76 and passed the AS UN M Senate · its use-cannot be justified.''
. ASNM's poll revealed several 79 were using paid parking spaces '11uesday.
.
.
·
unanimously. The motion · Shappsifd a civil fine "is suf~ ·
interesting facts about · the
Walter Birge Jr., director ofUNM Parking Services, told. the LOBO recognized the need for student ficient for the purposes of goverdrinking habits of New Meldco UNM vehicles are supposed to be parked "behind the fence at the government leaders to "display nment. Als6 it allows us to free
college students:
·
UNl\1 automotive lot" and are to be used ·only for special projects initiative and leadership'' in the courts,which are so seriously
-Nearly three·quarters of all when staff members have to go off campus or for deliveries on cam- solving the perennial library backlogged, to concentrate on ·
those responding said they pus.
.
.· .
. .
. ..
.
. . · shelving problem. ...... . .
more important matters of
·
l
He said department heads are aware UNM vehicles are not to use
"Without a doubt, this ..is the criminal activity."
drank.
-Beer was the overwhelming paid parking spaces and he wiH bring this matter up again at the most important issue on camHarris called making criminals
. • pus_.'' said Wilson. :·we are_ yery out of people who use marijuana
favorite among drinks. Beer was meeting of the Parking Services sub-con:tmit~ee on Friday. .
the favorite drink of 42 per cen~
UNM vehicles have also been parked m paid spaces when the gr~en serious about the hbrary and Its an outgrowth of "an elitist ·atOf those polled, wine among 18 loading zones they are supposed to use havebeen clear.
condition-thisis not a passing tempt to use the government to
per cent, while lovers of hard
'Each parking zone is divided into·.a certain. n~mb~r o~ paid p~rking tempest j~ a teapot." . ~. . . . . .. . . . , .enforce . ~. g~,ne,r,al syst.em of
liquor tagged in at 14 per. cent.·
spaces·a.nWonl1'-'tha:e :numbe.r.·of. parkmg perttuts.'Is .st>'hi~··Bir·ge'$tud·; .-:. : · · :: · -:·:·· ·. ·: '!G.o~lfnu!!Wo'n·P.~ie'sl:.::: morals on its'citiiens!' · .. · . . . · ·

Poll Favors Lower Drinking Age
•
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.... And It's On to New Hampshi're·

Carter Shows Strength·in
DES MOINES, Iowa (UPI)-Former Geor.gia Gov. Jimmy
Carter emerged yesterday as the
] runaway winner in Iowa's Monj day night Democratic neighborhood· caucuses, the nation's
..!!>
..., first test of strength among the
~ Presidential candidates.
New Mexico
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There was no c)earcut victor
on the Republican .side, but
President Ford edged Ronald
Reagan in a straw· poll of 2 per
cent of the state's 2600 precincts,
Carter, Reagan and former
Oklahoma Sen. Fred Harris
·claimed big victories in the
precinct caucuses.
Carter won 27.7 per cent of the
delegate
support
in
the·
Democratic field. However, more
than one-third of the delegates
chose to withhold their candidate
preference.
The GOP straw poll, the best
indication of how well Reagan
and Ford were faring in Iowa,
showed Ford edging Reagan by
less than 3 per cent.
Carter was followed by Indiana Sen. Birch Bayh, a
latecomer in the crowded
Democratic race, with 13.3 per
cent. Harris was third with 10.1
per cent, followed by Arizona
Rep, Morris Udall with 5.9 per
cent and R. Sargent Shriver with
3.4 per cent.
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Going into the caucuses, Udall,
Harris, Shriver and Sen. Henry
Jackson of Washington were
scrambling for enough support to
make a strong third-place
showing, considered. important
for later campaigning.
However,
Carter's
performance exceeded even his expectations and the gap between
the frontrunner and· Bayh was
wider than had been predicted.
''We're ecstatic right now,"
said Carter's son, Chip, who
waited out late returns at the
Democrats' command j>ost. "We
came in here looking for 20 per
cent and this is absolutely great."
Riding the momentum of his
tr.iumph in Iowa, Carter swept into the host state of the first 1976
presidential primary Tuesday,
but resisted his earned "frontrunner" tag.
"I think just one state's results
out of 50 is certainly a premature
basis on which to predicate who
is and who isn't a front-runner in
the final election," Carter said.
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MESLEN FOREIGN CAR SERVICE
15~
0 OFF TOTAL BILL Wt'th Tht"s Ad
TOYOTA. DATSUN BMW FIAT
And Most Other Foreign Compacts
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News
, By Uriited. Pl'ess International

".II

SPRINGFIELD, III.-Alabania Gov. George C. Wallace said
Tuesday other Democratic presidential candidates consider him
"sort of a nuisance" and aremaking a cqncerted effort to defeat
·
him.
"It's very important for them to beat me somewhere along the
line," Wallace said in his first campaign swing to Illinois, where
he hopes to cash in on the state's March 16 primary.
"I'm sort of a nuisance to the Party. They would like to get rid
of George Wallace, but George Wallace is not their problem." .
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WASHINGTON-Despite considerable debate in Congress to
publish the total amount spent by the U.S. on· spying, the 1977
federal budget again contains no money amount for that activity.
The amount is believed to be about $2 billion, but so far all
pressures to publish it have been resisted. The House defeated an
. attempt to publish the CIA's budget during debate,on the 1976
fiscal1976 appropriation.
The only mention of the CIA is a $28.3 million request for contribution~ to the CIA retirement and disability funds.

Students who are serious about their future legal careers
will want to begin their preparation even before they take
the Law School Admission Test. Professional Educators of
New Mexico, Inc. in conjunction with Professional Educators,
fnc. of Washington, D.C. offers a course to help you achieve·
a higher score on the LSAT. The course consists of four consecutive nights of preparatory instruction, taught by attorneys and other professionals, utilizing an approach
technique which familiarizes the student with the format of
the LSA T and the analytical techniques and methods which
can lead to befter scores on the test.
PENM's updated course materials and limited enrollment
policy assure maximurn student involvement and an Insight
Into the latest LSAT developments.
PENM guarantees that if you do not score 606 or above
on the LSAT you may take th~ course again at no cha_rQe.
·
· .·
Professional Educators of New Mexico
Post Office Box 26045
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87125
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PHASE IV

WASHINGTON-The House voted by voice Tuesday. to
authorize $25,00P for creation of a bust of the late Martin Luther
King and to install it in the Capitol as the first Black person ever
sohonored.
· The measure, which still needs Senate approval, noted King's

The Test:
The Review Course:
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Capi'tal to House Ki'ng's Bust

bill, said the tribute was fitting "because of Dr. King's prominence in American history and because of all the Black Americans
who have .done so much to contribute to this country's greatness.
now honored among the 681 works of art in the

(I)
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FEB. 4-7

LONDON-It's 200 years ago this year that an imperial Britain
lost its American Colonies.
Now Britain plans to fork out about $1 million to celebrate t)lat
fact.
Foreign Secretary James Callaghan disclosed this in a written
reply to a question by Audrey Wise. A Labor Party member of
Parliament.
"The government," Callaghan said, "proposes to allocate up to
half a million pounds ($1 million) for the official British contributions to the celebrations commemorating the Bicentenary of
the United States of America."
Mrs. Wise was not amused. "I really wouldn't spend a penny on
the Bicentennial celebrations as such."
The Guardian Newspaper described the loss of the Amerit:an
Colonies as "Arguably one of our greatest a ch iev em en ts. ••
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The Right To Life's Ad:
Are Rights Superior?
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Editor:
•
The Right to Life Committee's ad in Sunday's paper
claims there were 10,000 abortions done in New Mexico in
1975. While there were probably
that many New Mexico women
who needed abortions last year,
probably less than half were
able to get them. According to
the latest statistics available
(Provisional Estimates of Abor. tion Need & Ser\tices in the
Year Following the 1973
Supreme Cburt Decisions, a
Report by the Alan Guttmacher
Institute), there were 4060 abor. tions done in New Mexico
during 1974, while an estimated
6910 to 9550 women needed
but were unable to obtain them.
Frankly, I don't think the
situation was that much improved in 1975.
1
In any case, their question
about whether the fetus is a
blob or
baby is beside the
point. What matters is whether

Editorial

New Branches
In Monday's LOBO editorial we· discussed the compromise reached between the various universities and the state legislature to insure ~he
passage of the differential funding formula. This compromise was that
there would be a tuition increase for all students.'
·
Now with a statement by ASUNM President Alan Wilson in yesterday's
LOBO we find that the legislature has found the loophole for its traditional
shafting of UNM.
· It would appear the loophole lies in the legislature's method of crediting
tuition incomes against total appropriations. This in essence means since
UNM is the largest tuition collecting university and since it will be collecting even more money from the proposed tuition increase, the state will
provide fewer funds.
With fewer state funds and through the legislature's system of
budgeting and accounting, only part of the UN M student's tuition will actually return back to the University and Hie rest spent on other state
universities.
.
• We are now (through bureaucratic paper shuffling) faced with the
prospect of not only helping to support UNM but also the other state
universities.
If this is true then perhaps the state legislature is'admitting publicly that
several other universities are dependent on l,JNM and warrant becoming
branch colleges of this campus.
We offer this proposal to the state legislature in the form of something
they can understand--a compromise.
If indeed our tuition money will be used to subsidize other state univ.ersities then let us know how soon we may be able to transfer to one of our
newly acquired branch colleges throughout the state.

Though it will not be effective until July, we are saddened to hear of the
resignation of Dr. Harold Lavender as the vice president for student and
campus affairs.
In qur opinion, Lavender is one of the most accessible and cooperative
UNM administrators we have ever had the occasion to meet. Whether inEditor:
formation was needed from his office or if he could aid us in obtaining inSince the 1973 Supreme Court decision on aborfor.matiqn frOI)l another section wr~ ~SI!.i}lChl!Pti~_bUJ.~>.~eu<;racv~··· Laven- ,_ ~i~..~rcn.apa o'- -paopta-a"c-..:::"ovar -'thO·- country have
der Is always allallable.
·
~
·
·o'l:Janized to have this decision ovCJrturned. These
We are happy that he has decided to stay on the campus for a while as compulsory pregnancy organizations have as their
an instructor. As an instructor he will display the same quality which ultimate goal a constitutional' amendment which
distinguished him as an administrator--his concern for UNM students.
would make abortion illegal in all circumstances.
Sorry, Dr. Lavender, this is not meant to sound like an obituary.
Should they be successful, our right to choose a safe,
legal abortion would be gone.

Eliminate Abortion By Safe Contraception

.. ANP AS MY FIN/I~
&Xat/T!V~ ACTION, I

0/tllfi!e. 7HG RP/,EASG
OF AU. POLmCAL

But women would continue to have abortions-dangerous, illegal ones. The only way to eliminate
abortion is to eliminate unwanted pregnancy. And this
can be accomplished only through safe, foolproof
contraception that is· used by every woman who
doesn't wish to become pregnant. It would seem,
then, that the anti-abortion forces would have more

·techniques. Unfortunately, however, many
are also agaln;s~t contraception.

t/K/3 A
HAPIK!

\
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The New Mexico Daily LOBO is now conducting its
semester drive for reporters, muckrakers and assorted
literary sodomists. If you would like to write, report, take pic·
tllres or play center -f~r thE) ljndefeated DailyJ.OBO Bas~et~
ball team and connosieurs of Kentucky Beau, then drop by
Marron Hali Rm. 138 and talk to one of the editors. Any signs
of writing talent will be frowned upon.

Editorial

Board

Unsigned editorials represent a
maJority opinion of the Daily Lobo

Editor-in-Chief
Orlando R. Medina

Managing Editor
Michael O'Connor

News Editor
John Rucker

Of

Arts & Media
Terry En gland

Lavender's
Resignation
Editor:
One of the better persons I have
met while here at UNM is Dr.
Harold Lavender. It is because I
know him that I feel so much
remorse in hearing of his
resignation as vice president for
student and campus affairs.
Dr. Lavender seemed to have a
sixth sense in handling crises and
preventing them. He seemed to
also have an uncanny ability in
selecting competent administrators
for his department. This is
something unusual for UNM.
I ,can only shake my head in
amazement that he wasn't appointed to replace President Heady
and also that Dr. Davis has ac·cepted Lavender's resignation.
I guess the only silver lining is
Lavender's decision to at least stay
and teach.
Michael Benavidez
Sports Editor
Harold Smith
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withheld upon. agretmerit
with the editor, in person.
· If a letter is from a group,
please in£lude a n~me, ·telephone number and address
of a group member.
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Did you know...
PARIS is clearing out a large
group of casual and
dressy shoes!
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PRICE
Choose from such famous
brands as Trampeze, Bass,
Bandolino, Cover Girl,
Sandler of Boston,
Dexter and Amalfi
mention a few.
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DONOR CENTER

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday-Saturday
DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

·842-6991
ALBUQUERQUE

Staff. All other columns, cartoons
and ratters represent the opinion
of the author and do not necessarily
reflect the. views of the staff.

them·

Such people, when reacting to abortion, can think
only of the embryo. Their concern apparently doesn't
extend beyond the fetal stage. If it·l.lid, their efforts
would be devoted to caring for the' millions of unwanted children already born. Their concern certainly
doesn't extend to the woman whose life and health
are often tragically affected by pregnancy. She, and
only she, can decide whether or not she should
become a mother. While no one should be compelled
to have an abortion, certainly no one should be denied
the right to make that decision.
Linda C. Kirk, Coordinator
Right to Choose
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Letters to the Editor...
Letters to the editor
should be no longer than 250

success if they con~entrated their time and money
toward the development of such contraceptive
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Welcome back!

Lobo Letter,
Opinion Policy

fH £NfX11lM ~YOU SPEAK 0~ CUI BACKS ... SP£~K 50~ILY."

by Garry Trudeau

"fOR PETE'S SAKE, OFFICER ... TELL 'EM,' AMERICAIN,OUI, C.I.A.,NON!'"
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Lavender leaves

DOONESBURY

it's a person with rights superior
to those of the woman. They, of
course, believe that from the
time the sperm and egg join to
form a two-celled zygote that
this is the case. Needless to say,
most of us don't agree. What's
truly frightening, though, is that
they're trying to ·legislate this
idea on everybody by means of
a constitutional amendment-which, if passed, wouldn't
eliminate abortion. We'd just go
back to the days of a million or
more illegal abortions per year.
N.:mcy Ellefson

1307 CENTRAL NE

Our WINROCK and
MONTGOMERY PLAZA
stores are open Monday
through Friday
until 9:00P.M.

fine shoes
DOWNTOWN • WINROCK • MONTGOMERY PLAZA
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State to Enforce ·Health, Safety Regulations
By Mike Gallagher
The number of federal
0 regulatory agencies and the com..c plexity of their regulations have
j come under criticism by liberal
>. and conservative politicians
~ alike. Unfortunately the plight of
0 the small. businessman and the

cost to ~onsumers are usually
ignored.
The Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA)
is one such regulatory agency
and starting Feb. 15 the state
government · will take a larger
part in enforcing the complex

safety and health regulations.
"Safety officers are usually part
OSHA regulations cover of the operating business or
everything from the type of paint . safety will be incorporated into
on trucks to the size of storage an existing job,'' Parsons said.
areas, from roll bars on tractors
Bob Contreras of Southwest
to -the noise levels of industrial Roofing received a $500 fine on
saws. The regulations run 3000 the first inspection of a home conpages and more regulations are struction site. The inspector said
issued each
month. The there should have been handrails
background on the regulations or a scaffolding near the edge of
covers fourteen feet of, shelf the roof where Contreras' men
space.
,.
were working.
H. J. "Doc" Weiler, vice
"My contractor told me it was
president of governmental af- impossible to build the scaffairs for the Association of Com- · folding and go ahead and finish
merce and Industry of New the job,'' Contreras said.
Mexico, said his 750 members
"The law says the workers are
have had relatively good to be protected from an unsafe
relations with the OSHA in- working environment. A number
spectors.
of roofers have been killed falling
"We don't like the regulations, from the roofs of unfinished
and the fact that an inspector can homes. We d01i't know how they
fine the business at the first in- fell and we are not talking about
spection is against the con- big buildings," OSHA Area
stitution on our opinion," Weiler Director Parsons said.
said.
·
OSHA was developed after
The Supreme Court ruled in heavy pressure from big labor
favor of OSHA last year on the and some of the insurance comquestion of the first inspection panies because of the rise in the
fines.
number of on-the-job accidents
The state will offer a con· during the 1960's.
suiting inspection after Feb. 15
The National Safety Council
on written request. No fines will said the number of on-the-job acbe given for violations and cidents has decreased over the
Weiler said the free inspections past two years. Parsons said,
would
help
the
small "The decrease cannot be atbusinessman.
tributed to OSHA because there
Weiler said the complexity of are not statistics, to draw that
the regulations has made the consiusion from." ·
hiring of a safety engineer or a
Others point to the price of
consulting firm a necessity.
safety as a major disadvantage to
The federal area director for the safety regulations enforced
OSHA, John Parsons disagreed·. and developed by OSHA.

FREE Video Tape Showing

STEVIE WONDER
Starts today 10
. a.m. .- 3 p.m.
SUB Ballroom Lobby

Gene

and audipVii?UBI
communiCation
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CLEARPRINT/BEE Tracing papers
Drawing instruments/Lettering sets
Complete drafting furniture
Chart T.apes/Technical pens
Overhead projection materials
Lecturer pads/Easels
Thousands of Markers

~

LfiHGELLS ·
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NOW~AVS,

Policy lor Lip Service··Notices run the day
before and the day of the event, space available.
Notices arc not accepted by phone. Organizations
may pick up forms to mail in to the LOBO.
Deadline: for notices is 4:30 p.m. the day bcftlrc
publication. The LOBO reserves the right to edit
notices and delete those <:onsldcred inappropriate
for this column.

TELEPHONE (505)266·3211

ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4th St. at Candeleria
PHONE 344·5002

WHERE CAN YOU LISTEN
TO AWHITE SALE?

UNM Ski Club meeting Thurs. Jan. 22, 7:30
p.m. in the o1d coffeehouse of the Sl'B. Movie and
door prizes. Tel1uride Trip··Feb._ 6.7 ,8. Winter
Carntval·Red River, March 5,6,7. Sign up before
they're full.
The Folksong Club invites st)Jdci1ts, racu\ly,
and guests to come sing and./or play your favorite
folksungs Thurs. 7 to tO p.m., SUB Rm. 250 A&B.
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THE HI-FI HOUSE, OF COURSE!
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REO. $17.00 .
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Just east of Central & Girard, near UNM
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Welcome to the world of Glasgow. He is a UNM student whose cartoons will periodically grace the pages (both editorial and otherwise) of the Daily Lobo. Read and enjoy.

Residency Is
... 12 Months
In-State
If you have been physically
present in New Mexico for 12
consecutive months and you are
still paying non-resident tuition,
you might be paying too much.
UNM
admissions
office
representatives indicate that 12
months physical presence is the
basic requirement for ~esident
tuition.
During these 12 months, you
cannot be absent from the state
longer than one month at a time
(which rules out going home for
the summer). A student must
also satisfy the domicile
reqUirement; that is, the students' intent to remain in New
Mexico indefinitely.
Domicile can be met by
regis~ering to vote in state,

OSHA, which is part of the
Department of Labor, only
·covers safety and health when
employees are involved. "It is
perfectly legal (under OSHA
guidelines) to kill your cusiomers
but not your laborers."

eHP-25 is here!
Hewlett-Packard's latest scientific programmable calculator
· ·
in the new compact size. St95.

registering your vehicle in state,
sf.ni.O

(nx;.a...l

oil;" 'hUYZns

property in New Mexico.
lf you have met the above
requirements, or feel you have,
prior .to the-upcoming semester,
you should obtain a Petition for
In-State Tuition from the admissions office and have, your
status changed for
that
semester.
If you fall within this category,
contact the admissions office immediately for further information and specifics.

UNM Ruggers, new and old, organizational
meeting, election of new ortlccrs and plans for trip
to Mardi Gras. Johnson Field al 4 p.m. Thursday
Jan. 22, or call Louie at 268·9774.
Come today lo Wednesday Chapel with Roland
McGregor, 12:30·1 p.m, at the Alumni Chapel, bet•
ween Anthropology and Scholes Hall.
Intermediate workshops on Ballroom Dancing
with begin Thursday 7 p.m.; Carlisle Gym Rm.
101.
ltome Economics Club meeting on Thursday,
Jan.22 at 7 p.m. in tile Simpson Room.

ASA .Gallery i~t ·accepting applications for next
year's din•ctor, Interested students s~ould leave
tllf.'ir name in the gallery.

IIlli
.CRAB liCE
IN CONTACT

SUMMER SESSION
Interested Students
Should Contact:
The Office of International
Programs & Service's
· The University of New Mexico
1717 Roma, N.E.
Albuquerque, N.,M. 87131

The new HP-25 gives you keystroke
programmability at a remarkable
ptice/ perlonnance ratio-with the
same uncompromising design and
quality that go into every HewlettPackard pocl\et calculator, regardless

Branching and conditional test
capability.
.

of. price.

.You can do lull register arithmetic on

June 21- July 30, 1976
Courses in Spanish '
and History
2774032

. .,~ .........

Fixed decimal and scientific
notation -plus engineering
notation,
which displays powers of ten in multipies of ±3 for ease in working with
many units of measure -e.g.,
kilo (103), giga (109), pica (lQ-12),
nano (10- 9 ), etc. -

The automatic answer to repetitive
problems. Switch to PRGM and enter
the same keystrokes you would use to
solve the problem manually. Then
switch to RUN and enter only the
variables each time.

RPN logic system with
4-memory stack.
Lets you solve problems your way,
without copying parenthe;;es, worrying about hierarchies or restructuring
beforehand. You save keystrokes, time
and reduce the chance of error.

Full editing capability.
You can easily review and quickly add
or change steps.

'

Come in and try the new HP·25 today. $195.

HOLMAN1 S 1 INC.
401 Wyoming Blvd. N.E.
Phone (505)-265-7981

Student Discounts Available
With UNM Identification Card

·~~~~~~~~~.~.~..~-~.~-----------------------------------------------------------~.4~-~~~-·.~·-·~--~..~.--------..a
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all eight.

Keystroke programmability.

IIIll.
I

8 addressable memories.

-

All log and ttig functions, the latter in
radians and degrees; rectangular/
polar conversion, common logs, etc.

• Special comb
.included
• Without a
prescription
at Drug Stores

MADRID, SPAIN

Eight built-in logic cc.mpmisons let
you program conditional branches.

72 built-in functions and
operations.

Crab lice infest
even the
nicest people

-,·

REQUEST DETAIL BROCHURE FROM :
International Programs & Services : Phone 2774032.
Very heavy demand for June to August
Early Reservations Essential ·
Offered by Trans·Giobe Travel tnc. of Denver.
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ANNOUNCING
EUROPEAN CHARTER FLIGHTS
and UNM Academic Program
__..-...e_U
.. MMER, 1976
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Regular Weeklv TGC Charters
via Denver to FRANKFURT
•Stay from 2 weeks to 4 month
•No membership required·
anybody can go
,
•CAB approved & operated by
CONDOR AIRLINES, World's
largest charter canier, fully
owned by the German Federal
Government
•Convenient, same-day connec·
tions between Albuquerque and
Denver included in the price of
the charters.
•ALBUQUERQUE to
FRANKFURT $455
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The.ADVENT/2
Advent seldom has a sale, but we
have.the AdvenV2 white (actually
off~white) speakers for oyer 25°/o
OFF.
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YOU SlW OtrfOr ~
~IN~, YOU WSf r
Y~R PU\CL.

Bill Mcllhaney, a dairyman in
the north valley, said the cost of a
safe tractor with specifications
approved by OSHA would cost
more than a tractor without the
safety features. "Common sense
is worth a lot of safety features,''
Mcllhaney said.
· "I 4ave to pass that increased
cost on to my customers,l' he
said..
"Safety is important," Weiler
of the Association of Commerce
and Industry said, "but we would
have preferred an educational
approach. The cost of the ·safety
features can drive the small
business man out of the industry."
The Small Business Administration (SBA) has special
provisions for the businesses
which must raise money in order
to effect the changes necessary
to come within the bounds of
OSHA's regulations.
Leroy Drake, Chief of Finance
of SBA said his office had only
had three or four applications for
loans of this nature and added
the national figure was near 150
loans. "I think the businesses are
going to the private banks for the
loans to meet the requirements,''
Drake said.

~·pn.Y,ln'g

~ 2510 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE
N.M. 87106
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·New Mexico Shakes, Rattles and Rolls
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... Representatives in Senate
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In a speech to the Albuquerque
a Professor
Geological Society yesterday,
Emeritus Stuart Nor-
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throp demonstrated that New
Mexico is indef!d a 11tate in which
"a whole Iotta shakin's goin' on."
Entitled "Earthquakes in New
Mexico,"
Northrup's
talk
covered the history of earthquake "prediction"· (precisely
whf earthquakes are caused is
still a matter of controversy) and
spotlighted some of the 1000 odd
major quakes which have rocked
theH~tate in the past century.
. 1storical records indicate

that New Mexico has had 1111 during 1935-36.
earthquakes during the 127 year
As a result of over 30 years of
period frpm 1849 to 1975.
· official earthquake watching and
The count increased two several hundred hours of pouring
weeks ago when another quake over scientific reports, old
hit the Farmington area and Nor- newspaper accounts and in one
throp, who has made a 30 year case the report of an Army
study of earthquakes in New surgeon stationed at S<>corro
Mexico, said the state can expect prior to 1852, Northrop suggests
more of them.
that some areas of .the state are
Northrop became interested in more earthquake-prone than
the early history of New Mexico others.
quakes after
experiencing
"Of the 508 definitely recorded
several in Albuquerque in 1930- New Mexico earthquakes," said
31 and the Bt:)len swarm (a series Northrop, "76 per cent :were
of quakes in rapid succession) located in the Rio Grande rift
zone and 24 per cent were located
elsewhere
in the state. Most of
Everything
the 588 less definitely or vagu!lly
recorded quakes . also occurred .
Homemade
along this narrow zone."
He also explained· that 96 per
CHEAP
cent of the quakes occurring in
the rift zone hit a 75·miJe stretch
AND
between
Socorro
and
Albuquerque.
DELICIOUS!
"By far, most of the rift-zone
earthquakes have been concentrated i!l this segment,

THE FLAVOR OF OLD ALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICAN FOOD
corner of Lomas and. Broadway
·
In historic Martinez

(Continued fr~m page I)

Monday thru Sat. 11 - 2 & 5 - 7:30
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, "OF INEXPENSIVE LIBATIONS AND :
EFFICACIOUS ENTERTAINMI;NT"

Wednesda"
1969DAYS
1969 PRICES ALL DAY!
Thursda"
:
***********1c
:
LISA GYLKISON
.:
IMPORTED BEER 75c
Ten tillll
*
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Frida"
'********'
*
HAPPYHOUR3-fi
*************~:
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F~eCHEESEANDBREAD

VUKONJACK
LIQUOR TASTING 5 .. 6
5-6 Also

The problem revolves around
the failure of the legislature to
provide funds for 'the shelving of
books purchased with money
from the last library bond issue.
ASUNM has tagged the
library as the most important
issue to lobby for during the upcoming session of the state
legislature. Student government
oUicials stressed the need for im-

proved library services to members of the Legislative University Study Committee (LUSC)
when they were on campus for
their semi-annual visit this fall,
and L USC reactio,n was generally
favorable.
"We went to the Administration, legislature, in fact,
to every possible group that
could help us get those books
shelved," said Wilson. "We
finally decided that the only answer to the problem was to take
care of it ourselves.''
"When I proposed to the
ASUNM senate that we take a
more active role in what happened to the library, I made it
clear .that every senator, committee
committee member

i
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Saturda"
:
**********/{*
:
••• HAYWIRE...
*
TONIC DRINKS fiOc 7 - 9
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No one seems to know exactly
what causes earthquakes. While
some lay explanations range
• from rockslides to volcanic eruptions to a settling of the .Sandia
Mountains, Northrop .suggests
that earthquakes in the Rio Grande rift zone may be the result of
shifting fault blocks far beneath
the floodplain of the river itself.
But whatever the cause, theY will
probably continue.
Based on records for the past
127 years, Northrop predicts
that a quake or series of quakes
may be expected somewhere in
· New Mexico every two years,
and that a quake of magnitude 6,
capable of causing extensive
damage to adobe buildings, could
be expected each 100 years
somewhere along the Rio Grande
rift.

)f

.,;\*********************************' :

senator's aide arid member of the
judiciary would be expected to
donate ten hours of their time in
shelving books for the library."
"This was not intended' as an
exclusive -action by ASUNM
alone," he continued. "We
welcome any student on campus
to pitch in and, help."
"We would hope that students
who use the library quite a bit
would be especially interested in

donating time," he said. "It
would not only benefit the
University, it would raise the
quality of materials that the
students themselves would be
using. The number of books
acquired by the last library bond
do absolutely no good if they
can't be shelved for lack of
workers."
Wilson invited all interested
groups and individuals to contact
student government office for
volunteer work.
"It would be nice to see
professional groups, such as the
engineering
organizations,
donate time, or the fraternities
and sororities," he said. "We
want to make this a campus,wide
studentactiv "

"The most important thing
right now is to get on with 'it,"
said Wilson. "We are looking for
a coordinator to work with the
library staff and the volunteers.
We plan to start as soon• as
possible·.
Persons or organizations
wishing to donate their time are
urged to contact the ASUNM office at 277-5528 for moro information.

were not always the same ones.,
There were a few regulars and a
few for special interests to advance. Some of the voting was
carried out by people for reasons
known only to themselves. It is
much better to have a
democratically elected body," '

(Continued from page lJ

The Univ(Jrsity President will
appoint two vice presidents to
voting membership and l!ll the
deans will b'e allowed to elect
three of their members to the
senate. El!:-officio membership in
the faculty senate is granted to
all vice presidents, all deans, the
president and secretary of the
university, and presidents of the
Associated Students of the
University
(ASUNM)
an.d
Graduate Student Association
(GSA).
Faculty senators ·will be elected every two years in the spring
semester and take office on July'
1 of that year. Election
procedures for senators will be
determined by each college or
- department and filed with the
University Secretary by set
dates.

.

NasOn said.

Much of the debate for the
creation of a faculty senate appea red last spring after a
question arose over who made up
the eligible voting faculty.

The constitutional proposal
provides for a minimum of once a
month faculty senate meetings,
regular attendance, the right of
review by the faculty over the
senate, the mandatory reporting
(in writing) of faculty senate action and approved minutes to the
voting faculty. As far as faculty
committees go the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee
is preserved ,all other committees under the jurisdiction of
the senate and the Faculty Policy
Committee is abolished.
The duties normally carried
out by the FPC, such as the
preparation of the upcomingagenda, are transferred to a corn'

Marshall Nason
replacement are the overseeing
of elections and to represeqt the
general faculty to the faculty
senate.
James L. Thorson, present
chairman of the FPC and
associate professor of English,
said the faculty senate would
prove to be a "new governance
mechanism.''
"The committee of five will be
the kind of steering committee
the FPC really was,'' Thorson
said.
Thorson said the faculty
senate would be more representative of the faculty. "I see no
problem in acceptance (of the
proposal) from the Regents since
they (Regents} wanted it," he
said. ·
Dr.· Marshall Nason of the
Modern and Classical Languages
Department and a member of the
ad hoc faculty committee which
proposed and drafted the plan for
the faculty senate, said the
senate was necessary after

mittee of five voting faculty

"there was a vot_in_g faculty in .cx-

mDID'llbers

nOt

On

Lho

.ca:euJt;;,Y-

senate and elected at a general
faculty meeting. Additional
duties given to th!) FPC

ce:!l:ili o£

over

BOO and only 80 or 90

faculty appeared to vote."
''The faculty that appeared to
vote (at general faculty meetings

Lower Drinking Age
The American Indinn History Project wil1 col1·
dutt rurthes- research on developing ~urri~ulum
materials ror the Dept. o£ Edue, this sCm!!slcr.
Academic credit. ean be arranged by Native
AmeriMn St.udies. The first meeting is Jan. 20, 7
p.m., at the Native American Studies Center. For
Information call Mary Abcita a.l277-3917.

Latin America Through Film is an intra to Latin
American Society and Politics throligh filmsj .Icc·
ture5 1 discussions and readings. Top-night. films
such as Bunucl's will be shown and discussed.
• {Most. films have subtitles.) The course. listed as
Pol. Sci. 250. Soc. 250 and Latin Am. Studies 250,
will be team·laught by Profs. Gilbert Mcrkx and
Karen Hemmer, and will meet Tuesdays 2 to 4
p.m. and Thursdays 2 tO 3 p.m. There arc no
prerequisites for the course.

Largest Selection
At The
Lowest Prices!

~

i
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1 'BOOGIE TO "HAYWIRE" i
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thquake focus. The highest recorded anywhere in the world was
8.9.

Enlist Now! Ten Hours, No Pay·

THE EllllB EAF.E

:*

especially .in the southern half,"
he said. "Notable swarms include
several at or near 'socorro in
1849-50, 1893, 1904 and 1906-07."
The northwest quadrant of the
state ranks second to the rift
zone in the 'number of recorded
quakes, largely because of the
state's most damaging earthquake which struck the little
town of Dulce during the early
hours of darkness on .Jan. 22,
1966.
'
Northrop,
According . to
property damage was estimated
at $200,000. ·
"Principal damage was to the
Bureau of Indian Affairs plant for
the Jicarilla Apache Indian
Reservation, especially dormitories," he said, "and to the
Dulce Elementary-High School
complex," he said.
No deaths have been recorded
for any New Mexico quake. ·
The initial shock which hit·
Dulce registered 5.5 on the
Richter scale, an indication of
energy released at the ear-

person dranK or not, it had little
Among those who felt that the effect on how often a person
drinking age should be lowered, drank. Six per cent of the sample
the age of 18 was named twice as was 17 or under, and half of the
often as 19 as the age at which people in this category drank.
young people should be allowed Thirty-four per cent were betto legally consume alcoholic ween 18 and 20 and over twobeverages.
thirds drank. Fifty-nine per cent
Although the vast majority of were 21 or over and nearly 80 per
those interviewed supported cent drank.
lowering the drinking age, there
Among those who drank, the
was considerable disagreement frequency was about the same,
as to whether alcohol should be regardless of age.
allowed on campus. Students
Interestingly enough, while
divided almost .50·50 on the' there was a strong correlation
question of liquor on campus. between drinking and lowering
This trend held true from campus the. drinking age, a full 50 per
to campus.
cent of those who did not drink
The poll also folJlld that while supported lowering the legal
age had a bearing on whether a limit.
fContinued from page 1J

*Attention Juniors *
Interested in earning $8°
for one hour of your time??
0

Alice In
Wondel'land
JJlTCiil,ES:.

Beer
IIUCiiLES:
Old West

Cut"io

SUNTREE
LEATHERS
256-0114
107 Waf.lhington SE

•

The Bell System will conduct a recruiter training con·
ference during the Week of February 2, 1976 at the
White Winrock Motel. Several juniors are needed for
practice interview sessions.
All majors are welcotne if interested in a business career
. '
and have good grades.
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.

Gain the experience of an actual job interview,
and make money too!!
Transportation

will be provided.

Contact the Career Services Center in
Mesa Vista Hall at once for further details .

"It· is gratifying· that the
faculty senate was finally accepted in this evolved form and
that there was little opposition.
'!'here was strong faculty support
behind it' as it received, I believe,
cent negative vote,''
only a 17

.. -.. -
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New Course: Intro to tl!e IJibrary fEd. Fnds.
247:002J is open f9r registration and dro_p/add. It
is designed for undergrads and will help students
learn about the tc:sourccs of ~he library and how to

competently usc Ji))rarics, Further inCo call Ben
Wakashigc, 277-6141.
A!pha Mu Qhapter o! P! Lambda Theta me~ting
Wed., Jan. 21, 7:~0 ~-m. in th? A!"erican Savings

and Loan Assocmhon_ H91iPitahty Room, 2901
Juan Tabo, N.E. Open to the public. Theme: In·
dian programs: prc'natalto adult.
•

USCF Chess Master, Spencer Lucas, will play' a'
simultaneous exhibition Thursday at 7 p.m. In
SUB Rm. 231 B&C, Bring chess sets il possible.
·Beginning square dance lessons, lirst tour
weefr:s free. Come and give it a try. Joh11son Gym
rm . 176 , 7p •m. Th urs d ays,
Applicatio[] forms for the N.M. State Summer
Intern Program arc. available a'i. the Career S(lr·
vices Center, 2nd floor, Mesa Vista-South.
Deadline lo April!.
Symphony of Lif~ presents a 12 week class in
basic tcchnl(JUes, principles and methods of
Me:dital\on, ~very Wednesday beginning Jan. 20
through -April 6, 5·6:30 p.m .. rm 144 Honors Ctr,
(HUS Bldg), Classes are open to new students
throughout the semester. For further info call8989!20; Mon·Fri !On.m.-3 p.m.

WaUbanger

~~
Wine Cooler
~~
All Nite

4418 Central S.E.

Speed· Reading
Course To Be
Taught In
Albuquerque Area
The.New Mexlco,Readi~g Lab, of Roswell,
will offer a 4 week course in speed reading
to a limited number of qu~lified people in the
Albuquerque area. A person is required to attend only one 2 1/2 hour class per week, on
the evening of their choice for 4 weeks only.
The course guarantees to triple the person's
:reading speed with a marked improvement
in comprehension and concentration. The
guarantee, however, is a bare minimum as
the average graduate will read 7 to 10 times
faster. They can read almost any average
book in less than one hour.
For those who would like additional information, a series of free, one hour orientation lectures have been scheduled. At
these free lectures the course will be explained in complete detail, including·
classroom procedures, instruction methods,'
class schedule and a special 1 time only in-·
troductory tuition that is less than one-third
the cost of similar courses. You must attend
only one of the free meetings for complete
details. You may attend any of the meetings'
for information about the Albuquerque
classes.
These orientations are open to the public,
above age 14, (persons under 18 should be
'accompanied by a parent if possible.) .
If you have always wanted to be a speed
reader but found the cost prohi~itive or the
course too time consuming... now yuu can!
Just by attending 1 evening per week for 4
short weeks you can read 7. to 10 times
faster, concentrate better anci comprehend
more.

lf you are a student who would like to
make A's instead of B's or C's or if you are
a business person who wants to stay
abreast of today's everchanging accelerating
world, then this course is an absolute
_necessity. These Free one hour meetings will
be held at the following times and places:

.

Tuesday January 20 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm
Wednesday January .21 at 6:30
pm and again at 8:30 pm
Thursday January 22 at 6:30 pm,
and again at 8:30 pm
Friday January 23 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm
Saturday January 24 at 10:30 am
and again at 1:30pm
Monday January 26 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm
Tuesday January 27 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm _
These meetings will be held ilill
room 250-c Student Union Bld«<J"
University of New Mexico. Pleas~'
be on time.
Room.
501 Coors NW.
I

..

· If you are a businessman, student, wife or
executive, this course which took 5 years ot
intensive research to develop, is a must. You
can read 7·10 ' times faster,· comprehend
more, concentrate better, and remember
longer, Students are offered an additional
discount. This course can be taught to industry or civic groups at "Group rates'' upon
request. Be surs to attend whichever free
oriJ=mtation that fits in your schedule.
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Astrology {Astrolinguistics)· Billl ,

WIIJ~

I Nolan. The language of astrology,
1Familiarization with ideas, tech-~
niqucs, and calculation. Tuesdays;$42.
I
I Oriental Brush Painting- Ou Mie I

I

Shu. Includes philos.ophy and hisJ
tory, plus excercises in Calligra-1
phic strokes and tones in ink.,
Wednesdays; $48.

A Tour Through English Poetry·
Stan Renfro. From Old English
1 Ballads to Wallace Stevens.Thurs~~ays; $15.

I
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Ca.ll 2~.5-65. 50
SUN CENTER

3223 SilVer S.E.
(at the. comer Wellealey) ,
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distorted electric vocals are quite
effective.
Side two includes a· Cockney
version ' of Bob Dylan in
"Psychomodo," the lyrics are
suitable to the Dy Ian Style. "Mr.
Soft" has a circus sound to it with
Harley's floating vocals.
If ymrlike the old David Bowie
and Roxy Music, you'll like this
album. Cockney Rebel is" always
in the top ten in England. Rate
this album B

()V~~

Maerame

m·ade by local craftsmen. Also, sand cast and bark

Call now for a free hair analysis,
consultation, and sketch of what
wour hair will look lilie.

It's a l.ol·la·Pa·l.oo•Za (VnlsexJ Hair Design
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humor.: His last film. don It. "'.ith .o.n inst.ituto that was trying

choir .. The

. I

;

to.._see~why

Brooks was funny. They found a Jack of humor, which so far I have
found also.
The show usually has music provided by a rock gt:ou1l or a singer
generally lumped into the rock catagory. It's a nice respite from the
mile-a-minute insanity'
"Saturday Night" 'is replaced one a month by "Weekend," the only
surviving NBC newsmagazine. Chevy Chase;s Weekend Update is a
take-off on that show, right down to the newscaster with the pretty
hair and good looks. This spot belongs solely to Chase, whose brand of
very dry humor and rapid delivery combine to make Weekend Update
the best part of the show. Lines like "Mrs. Ford has found a
new metnod of birth control. Before going to bed she gives her
husband a sLick of gum." The joke takes a while to sink in, but even·
tually it does,
The humor on "Saturday Night" occaisionally is rotten, and of
questionable taste. But it beats by a wide margin shows like "Tony
Orlando and Dawn" and that chick, what's her name, the s_kinny one.

~

THE BUG & BEETLE CLINIC
'

.

..

VOLKSWAGEN
SERVICE'F,
.. ··:·;;~~··
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. ..
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. WE TAKE T.HE BUGS OUT OF YOUR BUG!,.;::..

MOTOR OVERHAUL
NEW CHROME RINGS ALIGN RODS
NEW ROD BEARINGS NEW.GASKET
NEW OIL
GRIND VALVES
REMOVE CARBON . TUNE-uP ENGINE

FREE ESTIMATES
F.ULL PRICE. LABOR &.
PARTS - ENGINE
CONDITION PERMITIING

RECONDITIO"ED VOLKSWA8ENS FOR SALE
nMlNG ADJUSTED
VALVE ADJUSTED
BRAKE ADJUST.ED
"" l
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SUB. Six .films will be shown

dealing with wo.men's liberation,
a two dollar donation will be
requested.
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BOREDWALK

powerful masterpicee backed by
lull ·o:rchostron- nnd

usually played as weak and ~
whimpering. In this vefsion she ~
~.
is strong and genuine. The ,.,
second major innovation is the 0
four-channel sound track. It will ~
be used heavily as an inforll!ative .~
theatrical tool and not simply as a t"'
special effects accompaniment."
o
.
. Jones concluded, "People who o
know the play well will still have ~
to pay close attention and the ~
people who don't know the play c::
will really 'get' Hamlet. When ~
you mess with a classic you ~·
dislodge some of the meanings !""'
and this is particularly true of .....
wh.at happens to Hamlet in the ~
last half of the play."
c:n

NEW POINl:S. PLUGS
C~RBURETOR ADJUSTED
OIL CHANGE
CLEAN SCREEN

.......

SPICtA'l,MAJOR 'ION...

-··lnill!l-.
JoQ-U71

.................
..... ,.
fU-otOO

A.S.U.N.M. Presents
Ari Evening With ...

at excellent prices.
Many colors, styles, and sizes of distinctive

.s-1

$.

"A Closer Look"
Steve Harley & Cockney Rebel
EMI/ST-11456
"'
•
+
Review by George Gesner
This U.S. release is a collection
of
numbers
from
three
previously released · albums entitled The Human Menagerie,
Psychomodo, and The Best Years
of Our Lives. Already well
known and established as a
superstar in England, Harley is
now trying to prove himself to
the U.S. audience. Now that
David Bowie has transformed to
Mr: Disco, it leaves Bowiesque
rock in the hands of Harley.
The first side opens with
"Make Me Smile," a pop tune
with a catchy rhythm. Harley
does nice work on the vocals and
acoustic guitar. "Mr. Raffles" is
Rebel's answer to Ziggy Stardust.
"Hideaway" features constant
violin runs and is somewhat hampered by the exaggerated accentation on the vocals. The next
piece comes at you like a haunting spirit. "Sebastian" is a

department's interpretation ~f
the play an.d of Hamlet are
unusual and involv.es seeing the
play as a "real education ab?ut
life and death."
"When Hamlet meets his
father's ghost," Jones said, "he
meets a great deal more than just
that single spirit in a way he will
never forget. Hamlet must deal
with two realities; the world of
his 'father's ghost and the real
world, and he must respond to
both."
There are two additional
changes in the play which Jones
believes is not a tragedy but a
story with a happy ending. He
said, "The character of Ophelia is

~

Chokers

I
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With a..four-channel sound
track,
&ome cutting and
By TERRY ENGLAND
rearranging of the original work
and a few "tricks," the English
department at the UNM will
One of the better television shows to grace the tube lately is NBC's present Sh~kespeare's "Hamlet"
"Saturday Night." It is supposed to be broadcast live, but whether at 8 p.m., Jan. 22-27 in the ExKOB carries it live is questionable, since the show follows "Star perimental Theatre in the Fine
Arts Center. Ti.ckets are $2 and
Trek .... ("Star Trek" is put 011 by the station, not the network.)
$8
at the Fine Arts Box Office.
Sometimes the humor can be called good, other times it can be
called sick. A good example of sick was seen in the last show, when
The play is directed by David
they did a skit on President Kennedy's alleged fondness for women of Jones, associate professor of
questionable character. To me, all of these "exposes" are nothin~ but English at UNM and Joseph
somebody's poor attempts at fame and glory by besmirching a Toulouse of Albuquerque.
National Hero. Not-that I'm saying Kennedy deserves National Her.o
"We have cut and rearranged
status, but leave it alone, and go look atyour own porno.
the text and have invented
At any rate, "Sa.turday Nigltt" does d,o some interesting and funny scenes .that are substantially dif·
things. The show is hosted each week by someone different. O~te ferent from Shakespeare's. We
week, Lily Tomlin had it, ·another Paul Simon, another week Elliot have done some 'tricks' with the
Gould. The last show had Buck Henry, who walked out and said some original text that· will delight
may have found it strange for Buck Henry to host a variety show. He · some people and outrage others,"
was right.
Buck Henry has the look of a man who is stomped on by life. If there Jones says. _...
According to the directors, the
was e'ver a man who looked like Casper Milquetoast, it is Buck
Henry. He may be a talented writer, but he sure looks like a notping.
But he fit in rather well with the regular "Saturday Night" crew of
zanies. The skits Henry (even his last name helps in the Milq'uetoast
image) did with members of the Not Ready For Prime Time Players Music: Recital, Don Limonelli,
were just exactly the type of acting (alleg.ed, of course) Henry can do. guitar, tomorrow, 8:15p.m.
My favorite was the one where Henry played the man with con- Keller Hall.
stipation, and the only sympathy he could get took the form of Music: Master's recital, Craig
hackneyed cliches: "Feeling a little out of sorts, dear?" "Ready to Russell, guitar, Friday, 8:15
drop the borribs but can't· get the bomb bay doors to operate, eh?". · p.m., Keller Hall.
"Bet you would like to get a load off pf yo~r mind, wouldn'cha?"
Music: Recital: E. Dong Oo Lee
There are several permanent features. to the show, like the and Celeste Rush, cello, 8:15p.m.
aforementioned Not Ready, etc. Players. Jim Henson's Muppets are Saturday, Keller Hall.
one feature, but these are not the Oscar, Big Bird, Ernie-type of cute?· Music: Keller Hall Series:
cudilly puppets familier to millons of little children. No, these are Warren Gref, French horn, Karl
muppets of a different stripe who live in ,a stinking swamp with a king Hinterbichler, trombone, Ann
whose wife is carrying on a love affair with his assistant. Included in Gref, piano; Sunday, 4 p.m.
this batch of rejects from Darwin is a god who loves Jive chickens. Keller Hall.
·
What he does with those chickens after they are dropped into his pot Films: Films by and about
is not shown. ·
.
women will be shown Saturday at
Another feature (temporarily discontinued, much to the relief of 8 p.m., room .281 .C,D,E of the
many) is A Film By Albert Brooks. Brooks has a weird sense of
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ILearn To Sit Zazen· Abbot off
the Jemez .Bodhi·Mandala, Rev.l
Gentei {Sandy) Stewart. Thurs-1
days; $1 per session. Please ·
' bring a pillow or a blankee"
T'ai Chi Chih· justin F. Stor.e.
A moving meditatio. n, much e:
lier to learn than T'ai Chi Chi!an
Said to aid good health, sereni• y I
and longevity Fridays; 24.

Image

New VIsions of 'Hamlet' Ttag·edy
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Records

"Changes One"
Charles Mi7fgus
Atlantic/SD1677

used adjective for Mingus and his all told!). But mostly it is due to
music: "protean." It is as mar- sheer compositional genius and
~
velous as, and has the same the fact that Mingus wrote it in
organically
cohesive brilliance, of the early 60's and has been
0
"'by Thomas
"' "'Lindsey
..c
Review
such previous Mingus master-. revamping it ever since. Worth
0
At the same time that Dannie works as "Half Mast Inhibition," the price of the disc on its own
>. Richmond, master drummer
:= rejoined Mingus after a flirtatio~ the "Black Saint & The Sinner this 17 minute version provide~
Lady.~' and "Meditations On In- the open minded listener with a
A with Mark/Almond,
tenor . tegration" (a.k.a. "Meditations galaxy of musical ecstasies. and
George Adams, and pianist Don On Monterey" and "Meditations emotional super novae.
.....<)~0 Pullen
joined him. With Jack For A Pair Of Wire Cutters").
Jackie Paris (who sang· the
Ql
Walrath on trumpet, that quintet Towards the end Pullen and very first recorded vocal of
has produced two of Mingus'. Adams parody Cecil Taylor and Monk's "Round Midnite'' in 1945)
~
most intriguing albums fin a Albert Ayler respectfully and sings. Mingus' lyric on "Duke
Ql
prolific careerindeed!). .
. briefly.
Ellington's Sound Of Love."
It
is
·ironic
that
the
0
Whole books .someday must be "Solid Silver"
"Devil
Blues"
presents
Adams
...... enigmatically political title:
as a vaguely passable blues written about Mingus' music (so
Ql
''nemember Rockefeller At At- shouter. A Ia "Oh Yeah!"-the gargantuan it is in scope!).' His Quicksilver Messenger Service
bl)
tica" is on a piece which flows album-this is a throwback to. song writing, although alien to Capftol/ST-11462
~
"' *Gesner
with energy and melodic beauty Mingus' Lion's share of the credit the landscape of orthodox
Review*by George
neatly combined with no trace of for the "funk" movement of the American song, has a unique and
A new group emerged in 1968
those overt elements which gave early '60's. It cooks, in spite of a an often haunting beauty. Jack from the Bay area featuring Gary
such impressionistic murals of raunchy Adam's tenor solo that, Walrath's trumpet is joined here Duncan, John Cipollina, David
the
gamut · of
Mingus like his vocal, echoes R&R more by that of Marcus Belgrave.
Frieberg, Greg Elmore, and Dina
emotionalism, prevalent on such than Jazz.
. Sy Johnson, in addition to Valenti. Seven years later, they
pieces as "Haitian Fight Song" or
reunite to form the original
"Duke Ellington's Sound Of
"Freedom," even though the Love ,"
Quicksilver in presenting Solid
like
"M D M ., "
Silver.
Atlantic Recording Co. is in "Sophisticated Lady" and others,
Rockefeller Plaza.
·
. The side opens with ''Gypsy
is an addition to Mingus' many
The
17 minute
"Sue's tributes to, and variants of, the
Lights." The Quicksilver style is
Changes" is a personification of music of Duke. This instrumental
still there with shades of JefNat Hentoffs most commonly version (see subsequent review
ferson Starship intervening, due
'
for comment on the . vocal), arranging
the above song, wrote to Kathi McDonald's slick backmasterfully understated and "For Harry Carney," Ellington's up vocals. Incidentally, Frieberg
lyrical, features an eloquent great reed man who died shortly and Pete Sears (playing piano on
Adam's tenor solo, Dukish piano after Duke. A panegyric rather some of the cuts) are with Jefharmony by Pullen, and a gem of than an elegy, it features solos of ferson Starship. This could be
the comeback single for the
a bass solo by Mingus.
inspiring warmth and elegance group.
"Changes Two "
by Adams, Pullen Walrath and
"Heebie Jeebies" is a rock n
Charles Mingus
Mingus.
1
r?ller with Nicky Hopkins on
Atlantic/ SD 1678
"Black Bats and Poles," Jack p1ano and John Cipollina on slide
Walrath's · composition, guitar. The side closes with
* *
*
Review by Thomas Lindsey
showcases him in a trumpet colo "Worryin' Shoes" as Valenti
"Orange Was The Color Of Her which has dynamic thrust which,
Dress, Then Silk Blue" (a.k.a. although in need of refinement, belts out the vocals. Valenti was
"Song
With
Orange" -on shows promise. The piece is the vocalist for Quicksilver hits
"Mingus Dynasty") is a distinc- enr_ich~d by aJ'u_Il~n solo in Cecil "Fresh Air" and "What About
. ."
tive Mingus masterpiece. That it Taylors style, an exotic tenor MaSide
tWo statts With the coun·
Offers the Folio
Courses, be.J is propelled throughout by what exercise by Adams, and virile try side of Quicksilver featuring
lginning in january 1976: Thcl Nat Hentoff calls. "fa~cinatingly rhythmic impellents by Mingus Duncan's pedal guitar in "The
Universal Forces Which A1fectl kaleidoscopic .. .layers within and Richmond.
Letter." "Flames pulsate like an
layers of linear, textural and
Like its counterpart on Indian drum call" with the
Our Lives- Taught by Dr. Henry
Montieth. Subjects included are;l rhythmic patterns," may be "Changes One," ("Remem- driving bass of Mario Cipollina.
because Mingus writes out his ber ... Attica") "Free Cell Block F,
Life Energy, Clemactical Effects
The best cut on the album is an
music
of late, and that tenor 'Tis Nazi U.S.A." is political in instrumental "Witches' Moon."
on People, Astrological Effects, I,
Bio-Feedback and other tcch-1' saxophonist, George Adams, title, but the music is melodious The basic theme for this tasteful
pianist Don Pullen, and drum- and rhymically agressive, yet jam was penned by Valenti. "Bitniqttes of developing Human Enmer,
Dannie Richmond have devoid of the expressions of tersweet Love" is an uptempo
l ergy. Mondays; 6 weeks. $30.
been with Mingus for two years musical truculence shown in piece that ends the album nicely.
(Richmond's tenure with Mingus earlier, more emotional Mingus It's a good comeback try for the
Seth Speaks- Stan Renfro. Text
is
in the area of fourteen years, works. ·
Messenger Service.
is "Seth Speaks" by Jane Rob-l
erts. Tuesdays; 8 weeks. $15.
::I

'With a Happy Ending'
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SRO, General Store. Gold Street. Reldlings,
21st Century ·Sound ('ubank). Pimentel Guitars (1st J''faza)
Kalso Earth Shoes (Coronado center)
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Lily TomiJn
Monday, January 26, 1976, 8:00 p.m. Popejoy Hall
Tickets at SUB Box Office, Goldstreet Circus,
Natut·al. Sound II & Ca11dyman (Sa11ta Fe)
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form inPopejoy HaJJ Monday, 8
p.m. An ,ASUNM Speakers Committee production.
Drama: Classics Theater Com'
pany wjll present Arthur Miller's
"The Crucible" Thursday, Friday
and Saturday, 8:15p.m., Sunday
2:15p.m. ·
.
Drama: The UNM English
Department will present an experimental
version
of
Shakespeare's "Hamlet" in the
Experimental Theater, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday,
'Monda,y and Tuesday at 8 p.m.
Film· Peter Bogdonovich's
"Wh;t's Up, Doc?" with Barbra
Streisand and Ryan O'Neal
shows tonight at 7&9 p.m. at the
SUB Theater. One Dollar admission.
Film: Altman's "Attack" with

Jack Palan~e, Eddie Albert and
·L~e Marvm shows tomorrow
· n~ght at the SU~, 7&9 p.m ..
Film: C~n~~ermg an~s mv~de
the. U.S. m ·Alpha IV, showmg
·Frid~y night at the ~U,B, 7, 9, an ~
p~ss1bly 11 p.m. It,~ . gr~at.1
M~k~ ~an~~rt, LOBO· N1ce little
·s~I-fdl!~k. Jon B~wma~, LOBO.
Film: At. the ~!reus, a Marx
B;others film, will ~lay Sa~urday
mght, 7 9, and .ag:am pos~1bly 11
p.m. Call the Film Comm1ttee to
b~ sure.
.
.
Fil~: T.h?·Rod~y Film Fest1~al·
begms 1t s Sprmg season wtth
Orson We.lles' "Lady From
Shanghai" starring Rita Hayworth. 7:30p.m. Sunday at Rodey
Theater.
Music: Junior recital, Malcom F.
Moore, Guitar, Keller Hall, 8:15
p.m. tonight.

"Hea·rt to Heart"
Ron Clark
ABC/DOS0-2041

*

*

half minutes long, and most fall
between the 2:15 and 2:45 range. ·
Following the opener is "Love
Is a Two Story word," a Nashville song about love gone wrong,
then "Carry Me Back," a Nashville song 'about boy loses girl.

*

Review by Russ P~arsons
Roy Clark's . newest album,
Heart to Heart, is a good exampie of the new crossover country
album,
·
Opening with the gospel-style
title song, "Heart to Heart," the
. album continues thrciUgh an
essortment of reprocessed hits
by other stars and new songs
ranging from almost pure easy
listening to some approaching
true country,
Indeed, ·one of the drawbacks
to the album is the varied
material. Quite simply, this is a
Nashville AM album, designed
and arranged to sell records, not
try something new or follow a , The res't of the album follows the
theme. The longest song on the same time-tested formulas.
Disappointingly, very little of
album is just over. three and a

(IQ

Hustling Mike· Patterson Defense Minded

the patented Roy Clark guitar
, picking is featured. Instead he.
seems to be trying to convince!
everybody that he can sing. And
that he can, but with this type of
material it.could just as well be
Porter Wagoner or Buck Owens
as Roy Clark.
Under the category of
rearranged standbys, there is
"Before the Next Teardrop
Falls" and a fairly nice version of
"Hey Won't You Play) Another.
Somebody Done Somebody
Wrong Song" featuring an a
capella introduction. Rounding
out the first side is the old standard, "Before I Lose My Mind."
Side two has the greatest
variety of music, with "If I Had It
To Do All Over Again" (a Muzak
ode to the pleasures of growing
old) apd "Fields of Need" (the
song that comes closest to being
real country).
·
.

I never

what you're
goitfJ to say. . . . ._

concert ·performance of Schubel's
compositions,
Born inN ew York City in 1932,
Schubel was educated at City
College New York, New York
University and Juilliard. He
studied composition with Charles
Haubiel and Frank Martin.
Of his former music training
Schubel says, "In these formative years I assimilated a funa
of inconsequentia which later had
to be undone and recast. I don't
consider -any of the 'training' I
received in music as usefui either
musically or socially until I began
asking questions about music and
instruments of the only people

doors Patterson was sitting in a
cushion chair in front of -a black- himself has changed.
"l have the confidence this
and-white television set. Hi!; legs
Lobo
•
year,"
he said, ''that I had my
hung limply over the armrests
and extended out across the floor freshman year, and I'm playing
-more. I'm still not as relaxed as I
like giant oak tree roots.
A large painting of a volup- want to be."
At the beginning of the season •.
tuous black woman was on the
not so .much now, some felt there
was not enough enthusiasm on
the team, but no one ever
thought Mike was not "up" for a "we·re practicing on pivoting up. Patterson said the team, and
game. He always came into the It's the same way against smaller even Ellenberger have changed
game, whether as a starter or off guys too. I'd rather guard considerably since those days of
the bench, fired up, and ready to someone bigger, than some 64
(ConLin1.1cd on page 15)
please the boisterous, but forward who could run right past
knowledgeable Arena crowds.
you."
Patterson, however, said it
This is the third year Patwas merely a matter of in- terson has played as a Lobo, His
dividuality.· "A lot of people," he first season, 1973-74, the WolfMake<s of·Hand Mad~ Indian J,.welry
said, "prepare for and play pack took the WAC behind t.he
OLDTOWN
basketball games differently. firepower of Bernard Hardm.
You get up for games different.
"Some people have to play
more ext:ited."
On the other hand, Patterson
'
said he has watched talented balh.
players like Bob Elliot of Arizona
who do not even appear to be
'trying. Then one looks at the stat
sheet, ·he said, and he has put in 2
points and pulled down 20 boards. "Elliot just plays effortlessly," he said,
"Then there's Gary Jackson
from ASU ," Mike said. "He's all
over the court."
As for himself, Patterson said,
"I've been at that stage where
I've been over hyper. That's part
of mastering a college basketball
game."
~:tim; IL!Iik·a P'atltet:so.n outjumps
opponent
one of
New Mexico, as usual, is at a
last year's games. He said he did not play one good game height disadvantage, again~t
I<U>t. year, but,this,yea.rit's a diff:erent s~.,, =-"
••~, •· "·· '
·somec~of.•tbe· Western Athletic
Patterson seems a lot more wall. Mike knows basketball, he Conference teams. Patterson,
confident on the University likes basketball, but one CO\)ld who seems t'o be relegated to the
Arena hardwood than he did last see the articulate junior was not job of containing the opponent's
year when both he and the rest of just the typical athlete with only big men, may well face Elliot, AI
the UNM team were in a slump. visionsofNBAcontracts.
Fleming of Ar!zona or Sun Devil
Patterson now has a starting ber·
"As far as I'm copcerned Scott Lloyd.
"Fleming," Mik,e said. "I could.
th fairly well captured, along there's .no need for guys to try to
Roommate Relerral Service
with his teammates Larry Gray, gear .their minds while in college guard him. Larry Gray will be
George Berry, Ricky Williams to pro athletics," he said. "That's able to do a fine job against
7004 Zuni S.E.
Elliot."
and Dan Davis.
why I try to get good grades."
Suite 3
Patterson said all one needs to
The lanky Patterson, who
,Comparing college ball to prep
rooms in Laguna Hall with his basketball, Patterson said, "High do to guard a bigger man is to
266-3223
former high school teammate, is school coaches are more like a practice. "This week," he said,
the fifth leading scorer (8.2 teacher of ~ecreation. They don't
average) this year, and more im- get a lot of pressure put on them
portantly is the fourth leading to win.
.
The Cultural Program Committee
rebounder (5.0 average).
"But in college there's great
The Associated Students UN.M
Gray is on top of the scoring emphasis on winning. Not that
I
statistics with a 13.9 average, winning's not important."
and leads the rebounding
In the changeover from
category as well with 11.5.
. 'smaller-time ball, a problem
Monday night Patterson got · which continues to bother eveiJ
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
home from practice around 7:30. junior college transfers on the.
•
Present
Behind one of the look-alike dorm team, Patterson's overall view of

By Harold Smith
From Colorado SnM!lg's Mit·
chell High and 24 points a game
to the UNM Lobo basketball
program and Norm Ellenberger;
it has been a long road to star-'
dom for the 6-8 Wolfpack pivot
Mike Patterson ..

Retailers of Fine, Imported Artist's Papers
Stock up on the best in drawing, printmaking and watercolor papers for the winter and spring at the best prices
in Albuquerque.
·
We Stock:

I

Arches Cover
Arches Silkscreen
Cosmos Dlottilig
RivesDFK
Classic: Watercolor
German Etcl1ing

Rives Light Weight

J.Green Watercolor

.

Hosho
Rives Jleavy Weight

Copperplate
Shogun

More than 50 additional varieties of papers may be ordered.
Samples and. paper available at our retail outlet:
McCharris G'allery
309 Cornell S.E.
266-0783
Bulk sales or 50 sheets or more al large discounts. Gel your class together nnd make one large
.order to save time and tndn~y.

After a series of jobs, colleges,
music experiences . and influences; Schubel. founded Opus
One Records in 1966.

·rFil POPiiOYDHALi
.• .·... ·
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Presents

Arthur miller's

I

Chilling Drama of the
Solem Witch Trials

INSIDE EVERY

THE CRUCIBLE

CALIFoRNIA AVOCADO ~y

Thurs. Fri. Sot. - Jon. 22, 23, 24 - 8:15 ·
Sun. - Jon. 25 - 2:15

THERE'S A FREE TREE.
AND SOMEONE TO
TALKTOu
~

Tickets $3.50; 3.00, 2.50
Stu9ents $1.00 Discount
·
Tel.
.- .· .......... .......
. -. '
~.·

~

~

Try TobY.'s For Lunch Today!

I

The Cla•slcs Theater.
We'll send you a free booklet on Avocado Seed Growing
if you'll send us 25¢ for handling and postage. Address it:
Seed Growing, P.O. Box 2162, Cost~ Mesa, GA 92626 ..
Allow 4-6 wks for delivery. Offer exp1res Dec. 31, 1976.

The Fabulous

I
I

. . . AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

©1976 California Avocado Advisory Boatd, Newport Beach, California

·

•

I
I
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I
I
I
I
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Lunches from
11- 3:30 Mon.- Fri.

277-3121

.

95c

Great natural foods, play backgammon
and chess or enjoy impromtu entertainment
··while you~~-~!,:·.. ,;v . i·,:;i(_.0

I ,, ~~

FREEl
HOMEMADE BREAD
·AND
SO
UP With this coupon
.
..
.

I1- .J..J.. ............

.

.· .• Sports

.,.t:l

. .

POPEJO.Y HALL

The Cultural Program Committee

I , .. :-~·
II·.
I - ') ·[ ~) / ·.. ··.. . .~
I ~ ·...... _,..........
I .
.

3023 Central. NE
4 doors East of LOBO theatre
.
.
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Share your apartment or home

MacDowell Colony. It was there
that I heard the wisdom of
writers, saw the painful and
joyous creative processes of the
visual artists and saw some more
of myself as a composer with the
other composers present there."
The composer says he
"discovere!l" music at the age of
12 when he first heard a Haydn
symphony on the radio. "I was
struck by the strange lure of
music and I knew simultaneously
that I'd never be able to make a
living from music."

'"l

;s:
><
.....
<">

FIND-A-ROOMMATE
AND
SAVE

who could shed light on
them ... the performers."
He
contineus,
"Instrumentalists showed me. what
could be done and how to do .it.
Other creative artists demonstrated the particular common
strands binding all such pursuits
and the people pursuing them as
well as providing concepts of
time and space which I had ·not
gotten in the school years.".
Although academia did not impress him, · certain per.formers
did. "If I had to single out the
most impressive and influential
place and conglomerate of people
who fueled my starved brain and
heart."' •he• 3.ddS. ,Hjt "WOU)d•-be•thi!

-Arabesque Paper Enterprises

z

(I)

musician, Farmer to b.e· Lecturer
Max Schubel, musiCian, composer, farmer and founder and
director of Opus On!! Records,
will be a guest artist-in-residence
at the UNM during the first two
weeks of the spring semester.
Sponsored by the music department, Schubel will lecture on
the recording industry, the "nonschool" of American composers,
and music for''solo alto flute and
chamber orchestra. He will also
direct a mock-up recording
session using a chamber orchestra of student and faculty
performers and will direct a
program of student works. The
symposium will also include a

(!)

.....
C.:>

Pilobolus
Dance Company

Wed., Ja:Quary 28- 8:15p.m.
Tickets 8'7.00, 6.50, 6.00, 5 ..00, 4.00
· UNM Students - 1/2 Price

Mareel Mareeau

Tuesday, February .3-8:15 p.m.
Tickets: S8.00, 7.00, 6.00, 5.00, 4.00
U~ Students 1/2 Price

Tel. 277-3121
Free Lecture - Demo Pilobolns
· Rodey Theater
Tuesday, January 2-7 ·3:30p.m.
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Women to Play in Arena

T-t
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By Tim Gallagher
No matt.er which sex you look
Lobo
·
·
at, the UNM basketball teams
are on top of their respective
leagues .
While Stormin' Norman's male ·
troops are leading the Western
Athletic Conference with a 2·0
league record, the women's team,
coached by Kathy Marpe, is on
· practicing in the 'Pit for their
top of the Intermountain Con- test versus Wyoming.
ference with the same perfect
The women played two Friday night contest with the
slate and both teams are looking preliminary games in the Arena Lobo men .. The women are also
to stay in the lead with a pair of last year, but Thursday night's forced to practice in the Arena at
6:30 a.m. three times a week
because it is the only time it is
available, Marpe said, "I'm not
that upset about the situation.''
Marpe said that this weekend's
games are important but, "the
weekend we play Utah and BYU
(Feb. 12-14) will be the cr.itical
weekend." She is expecting a
tougher game from UNC ·
although Wyoming is taller. "We
will still have a height a·nd weight
'advantage over both teams,"
Marpe said.
The women are receiving more
publicity this year than in past
years and playing in the Arena
will put them in the public view
even more. "Last year we were a
little nervous about the p.ublicity,
but I told the team that it's just
part of the season. I think I was
nervous last year and it carried
over to the team,'' Marpe said.
She said some of the problems
playing in the Arena will be, "our
nervousness and the bign·ess of
the court.'' Even if the team
becomes nervous and starts to
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Spring Courses
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Greek 1412- N.T. Greek 9:00 · 10:30 am M-W-F
Bible 1302 NT Survey 10:30 am -12:00 T,T
Bible 3201 · O.T. Survey 6:30- 9:30pm Tues.
Bible 3359- Gospel of John 10:30 am- 12:00 M·W
Register at the Christian Student Center or at first class.
$5.00 - Full Credit

l;nroll In A ·
Bible Course For Credit

Relax
Your I.D.
Covers
.
FREE CHECKING
"

Coach Kathy Marpe said Patty Howell had the best overall
performance of all the women cagers ip their trip up north.
conference wins this weekend.
game will be the first time they
After four road games, the are the only attraction; Marpe is
women ar,e at home in the Arena expecting a crowd of "about 500.''
:r"hursday night at 8:30 against The game was originally
Northern Colorado and they will scheduled for 7:30 p.m., but was
play a preliminary to the men's moved back an hour because the.
game with a 5 p.m. Saturday con- Arizona State men's team will be
!!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!

CITIZENS BANK.

:

I
I5
I

No more worries over Checking Service Fees. Just
bring a student I. D. to Citizens Bank, and receive a
FREE Checking Account Service that includes free
Bank-by-Mail with postage paid both ways. Why
pay for something you can get Free?

=
5~·

~

This Offer Includes:
Faculty, Staff, Employees ..
Non-Profit Organizations of your school.

§

I

LOCATED EAST OF UNIVERSITY BLVD.
(JUST A FEW BLOCKS)- ON CANDELARIA, OPEN TIL6:00

3 Full Service Banks
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Phone 298·8777

2500 Louisiana, NE
2901 Candelaria, NE
1213 San Pedro, NE
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"we will not slow it down. Maybe
for one or ~wo plays we'll slow
down a bit until we regain our
composure, but cutting down on
turnovers is a matter of concentration.''
Marpe said she will start
Margaret Gonzales and Janie
Cotner at guard, Beth Born and
Linda HattoX. at forward and
Judy VanDerGeest will start at
center if her ankle is healed. VanDerGeest is listed as doubtful
and Debbie Davi:; is her probable
replacement. Marpe said, "Debbie is really tough under the
boards. I'm also really pleased
with (center) Carol Moreland's
development. She's giving us a
lot more than we expected,"

What does
!
apartment living
~ Gonzales is leading the team in
with 9.8 points per game
have that the
Ii scoring
average and Beth Born is the
rebound leader averaging 10.3
game. Patty Howell is second
College Inn doesn't? I= inperboth
categories averaging 9.3
points and 6 rebounds a contest.
Housecleaning
:=
Dishwashing
Scrubbing
" Dusting
Grocery Shopping
Cooking
Commuting
riiiUIIIIIIIIi"IUiiUIIIiUIIUIUIIIIIIU!fiiiiUtlllifiUIUIIIIIUIUIIUIJIUIIIItlfiiiiiiUIUIIIIUIIao
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! ALSO: Compare the high cost of buying food with ! §
! our low rates. Save gas money · no commuting!
i =-=
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1he College Inn

I Phone 243-2881

303 Ash NE
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But, after all that, Patterson
finally decided he played his best
game against Dayton in the
NCAA Western Regionals. "As a
sophomore I don't think I played
any good basketball games," he
said.
· This year Mike said friends
and fans have been telling him to
shoot more. "I just have to concentrate on other things," ·he
said.

c.ommit turnovers Marpe said

at

CITIZENS
BANK..
OF ALBUGUERGUE

glory. He said Ellenberger, aptly
nicknamed Storm in', has not
changed
in.
his
"basic
philosophies."
"L.ike any good coach," Patterson said, "he has to change his
strategy. Like in my freshman
year we had a veteran ball club.
My sophomore year we had
scholastic problems, and I hurt
my foot.
"This year we have junior
college transfers and we have to
mold all those great new of·
fensive players and old ones
together."
"What people fail to realize,"
Mike said as he glanced at the TV
set occasionally, "is we're really
an inexperienced major college
basketball team.
"The group of guys we have
now have the ability to press, and
they're all great talent. It just
takes time."
.
Asked what he though was his
best game Mike said, "It depends. A lot of people would say my
couple of 20-point games. Ellenberger doesn't force great offensive basketball teams.
"When I came here Ellenberger stressed defense so much.
I, used to figure in high school on
a high-scoring night I played a
good night."

Sports

Christian Studen·t Center

__.,

(Continued from page 13)
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Hustling Mike Patterson

The Lobos are going into two
crucial WAC contests this
weekend in the Arena. On Friday
night they meet Arizona State
and on Saturday they will play
Arizona. UNM currently is tied
for first in the WAC with

"'

Arizona at 2-0.
takes the WAC, and qualifies for
After a struggle of a pre- a post-season tournament. It is
season UNM beat its conference all a matter of whether the old
foes, Wyoming and Colorado and new players can finally, and
State, on the road, and last completely "get it all together."
Satur.day they gave the fourth-.
ranked non-conference NevadaOne thing Patterson strongly
Las Vegas Rebels a scare.
believes: ~'Athletes are people.
This weekend could very well They should be treated like
determine whether or not UNM human beings."
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Thank You One And All
For The Past Holiday
Travel Season!

Mike Patterson goes up for a layup with Stanford's 7-3 center guarding in a game last year.

'1:i

IJQ
<P

We certainly appreciate the business you
gave us and look forward to serving you in the
upcoming year.
If there is anything we can do for you please
call or drop by and we will be glad to help you.
ONCE AGAIN, THANKS!
. '

T·BIRD TRAVEL
3205 Central NE.
265-5961

·
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~LASSIFIED

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing. Near UNM. Call
265·2444orcometo 1'717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn

VIDEO TAPE, Sony 1/2", 30 minute. Used, $5 per
roll. Audio Video Consultants, 17 Scottsdale
Village, 3107 Eubank N,E,, 298·8529. 1/23

ADVERTISING

MATURE YOUNG WOMAN will babysit my
home near UNM, 243·47'76, 1/23

LEVI'S-BLUE JEAN big bolls always at The
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE, 243.6954, tfn

Ita tea: 15 cents per word per day, oil., dollar
mi~imum. Advertisements run live or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine ceo·
taper word per day Ino refunds If cancelled
bdore five lnsertlt~nsl. Classified ad·
vertisements must be paid In advance,

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric.
Guaranteed accuracy with reason11ble rates, 298·
7147. 1/23

WHY RENT? Former student moving up: selling
.8 x 40 house trailer: e-ood shape, good neigh·
borhood. Sunshine, privac.)(, econorny, comfort.
$1900, 294·1733 after 6 p.m. 1/23
71 VW BUG, air conditioning, 43,000 miles. 842·
5252 Rebecca.. 1/21
KITCHEN TABLE 36" square, very sturdy $20,
898·8770. 1/21
BOOKS FOR SALE. Data Procl!ssing 201 &
Busines~ Communications 2115. Call 299·1502 for a
better buy. l/23
PIONEER SX·939 receiver $445, · Pione!lr Ct·
F7171 cassette tape deck $260, Both brand new,
still in bo11es. 298·8370 before 9:00 or after 7:00
p.m. 1/27
NEW LANGE SKI BOOTS, size 8. Must sell im·
mediately. Best offer. 242·1489. 1/29
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell your handmad.e
clothing, crafts, Hand Stitch Co·op, 2000 Central
SE. 1/23
.
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l\1arron Hall room 131 or by .mail to:
flllssllled Advertising, UNM Box 20,
i\lbuquerque,N,M, 87131
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1. PERSONALS
GIULI MERRY BIRTHDAY from the over the hill
generation. 1/21

NICK, Meet me at Carraro's for lunch tomorrow.
~7· 1/22
.
~ A'l"l'ENTION: UNM BOOKSTORE returns
~ poli(•y: Books 11urchased for the spring semester
QJ 1976 may be returned (or Full price thr.ough Sat.
Feh 14 provided: 1) books m11st be in new con·
2) books must be accompanied by cash
co dili<m,
r l reet•ipt, 3) Student I.D. must be present with
return. 1/30
QJ
bO CHi:'IESE
TRADITIONi\L
ARTS
or
C':l Acl.pressure, cooking & language, classes now of·
Il-l fcn·i ut C.C.C .. 3015 Central NE. 268·7023. 1/23
non~MATE REFERRAL SERVICE. We find
r~u r~ommate: Phone 266-3228. 1/23
PHEtiNANT AND NEED HELP'/ You have frien·
~-w lw care at Birthright, 247-9819. trn
JJEI,LY DANCE SEMINAR by Roman .Balladine
Jan. 2<1·25. 265-1834, 898·4747. 1/26
NEim A REST !rom Mom's cooking · foot Jon~;:
hot dogs 35c, 3 tillll, Okie's. 1/23
LAW STUDENT Seeks Foxy lady with fine mind.
299·1637. 2/13
AGORA is the student cds!s center,located at the
NW corner of Mesa Vista, If yo11 have any
problems you'd like to talk about, or if you'd just
like to rap, call or come in, 277·3013. 1/23
QJ

z

,

2.

LOST & FOUND

GETTING MARRIED? Call Creative Services for
invitations & photography at low cost, 299·
7930. 1/23
B.ELL~ DANCING CLASSES at The Blue
Hareem, 2217 Lead S.E., 256-1967, 1/22
BICYCLE RIDERS, I pedal to you and bicycle and
teach while we maintain and repair. 877·
. 3783. 1/21
MIDDLE EASTERN 'Belly Dance taught by Mar·
jorio at Blue Hareem, 2217 Lead SE. All levels
247-1830. 1/27 '
NEED SOMETHING TYPED? Call Lynn. 266·
0760. 1/30
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION test Feb. 7. Prepare
now, call Professional .Educators or New Mexico,
Inr.255·4050. J/'1')

4.

DABYStTTER NEEDED. Two afternoons each
week. Close to UNM and Monte Vista Elemcn·
tary, Dorm residevts welcomed, 266·8320, 1/23

FORRENT

CAMPUS COMPACT APTS, New Large colofully
decorated furnished studio apts. Duilt·in desk &
breakfast bar, shower over tub, walk·in closets,
harvest gold appliances, outside slorageroom,
Across the street from grocery & laundry, onll
block from UNM, $138, $75 deposit, See managers
at 215 Yale Blvd S.E. or 401 Harvard S.E. 1/22
CJTADEL APARTMENTS-An apartment com·
plex for the young and the young at heart. Rents
start at $140. Large swimming pool, Efficiencies &
l·bdrm available, furnished or unfurnished.
Walking distance to UNM. 1520 University N.E.,
243·2494. 2/13
WOMAN SHARE APARTMENT. No pets, non·
smoker, 20 minutes UNM, $40, 299·2864. 1/23

WANTED: Student to help student in wheel
chair. Must be strong, literate, and available af.
ternoons. Call Robert Clark at 842·1410, 1/23
TEACHERS at all levels. Foreign & Domestic
Teachers, Box 1063, Vancouver, Wash.
98660. 1/27

6. EMPLOYMENT

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED graduate
FOUND: Lucy Ann Kay's Student ID card. Claim
student preferred, 842·6770. 1/26
atMarronHalll31. 1/26
• SUNNY UPSTAIRS ROOMS, $90, $80 no
LOST: Finals week black white neutered male
smoking, children welcome. 268-1654. 1/27.
tabby cat with collar. Reward. 266-0647, 1/21
ROOM FOR RENT. SE,.$75 mo. split utilities. 255·
FOUND: White female kitten with collar in
_6_66:..:1.;..•_..:;;1/.;..2_7_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Popejoy Parking Lot, 344·5266 to claim. 1/27

3. SERVICES
BASIC PHOTOBRAPHY COURSE forming, How·
to·do·it, taught by art-oriented professional. No
history, chemistry or esthetics, but all about
camera operation, lenses, exposure, darkroom
production, films. Black-and·white emphasized.
One three-hour lecture weekly, Individualized In·
strOctlon and heavy practice in excellent
darkrot>m near UNM. Discussions, critiques, field
trips .. Absolute beginners welcome, or in·
termediate. Expensive but intensive, Limited to
twelve very serious persons, starting around
February 10. Class fills fast $0 reserve a place
now. Details: A-Photographer, 265-2444. 1/23

STUDENT NEEDED to care for live interior
plants in major department store in Albuquerque .
Some e11periencc with interior plant care
required, Two hours per week during day or
evening. Salary $50 per mon~h. All supplies
provided. Please send rl!sume to Cardiff
Associates. Inc., 4607 Camden Drive, Corona Dei
Mar, California 92625 immediately if interested.
Interviewing ilt store. in early February for
qualified applicants. 1/23
'

With breathing secret

·Learn With Us!

Chinese
Culture
C·enter

CAMPUS COMPACTS 'APTS. New Large color·
fully decorated furnished studio apts. Built-in
desk & breakfast bar, shower over tub, walk-in
closets, harvest gold appliances, outside storage.
room, Across the street from grocery & laundry,
one block from UNM, $138, $75 deposit, See man·
agers at 215 Yale Blvd S.E. or 401 Harvard S.E .
1/22

268-7023

3015 Central N .E.

MISCEL.LANEOUS

ATTENTION CB'ers

'CLUB CAio'E-New' Mexican Food, everything
deliciously homemade, corner Lomas & Broad·
way, 1H, 5 to 7:30. 1/26

Order the CB Book
Coast to coast
lingo
Nationally distributed

8.

$kstehosrtlg
Bicycle World
2216 Central SE

Send $2.00 check or money order

"The Book" Co.
P.O. Boxl4
Stillwater, OK 74074

On Selected

FORSALE

20 USED TV's. $30-$60. 441 Wyoming N.E., 255·
5987. 3/1
EXPERT SKIERS: Volkl Sapparo Skis 194cm
Look Nevada bindings new $210, excellent con·
ditiop. $70. 842·0248. 1/23

LOST
C!HYCH··
ART SUPPLIES

FAMOUS
QUIVIRA
BOOKSHOP
and
Ph<>tography Gallery is 1/2 block from Johnson
Gym on Cornell. Special order service, tfn

lOOJo Discount
off all
Marked prices!

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San
Pedro S.E. 265·0335. Color TV's, tape decks,
stereos, amplifiers, auto radios, install burglar
alarms. 100,11 discount for students with ID. Quick
service. Used TV's for sale. 1/23

iiiiiiii;:.•

1704 Central S.E.
242-9449
111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111'111111tii

General Store
Ill

I

BRAND NEW FORD
COURIER . $90.44
on 36 Mo. O.E.L.

New Winter Hours ·
10 -. 9 Monday - Saturday
12 -·6 Sunday

Finest Headshop in the Southwest

Jlepino's Bn Eentral
I

Presents

TeM FeebERY
and Specials Starting Sunday

[.

TAO & LIFE
TAl-CHI, KUNG-F:U

BUY 1 Get 1

ATTRACTIVE room, private entrance/bath, SE,
!.hag carpet, 296-6708. 1/23
APARTMENT WITH Private entrance near
University $85 per month, 265·6969 or 21l8·
0504. 1/26

5.

· PART TIME JOB. Graduate students 11ft!lrnoons
& evenings, M!lst be able to work Friday & Satur·
day nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply in person,
no phone calls pleasQ, Save Way Liquor Stores,
5704LomasN.E., 5516Menaul.N.E, 1/30

4310 Central S.E.

